Features:

D116 Siren

- 15 watt, 105 db
- Indoor use
- Built-in siren driver
- Constructed from ABS plastic with dimensions of 5.25" x 5.25" x 2"
- Provides either Yelp or Steady outputs, on 6 to 13.5V drawing up to 350mA.

D118 Speaker

- Can be used with panels or multi-speaker siren drivers offered by other manufacturers.
- Outdoor use
- Speaker only version of the D116
- Provides 15W of power at 4 or 8 ohms in the 400-7K frequency range

D117 Siren

- 30 watt, 120 db two tone siren with 12V
- Can be installed in sheltered outdoor environments
- Built-in siren driver
- Constructed from ABS plastic with dimensions of 8" x 4.75" x 9 1/8"
- Provides either Yelp or Steady outputs, on 6 to 13.5V drawing up to 1,100mA.

D119 Speaker

- Can be used with panels or multi-speaker siren drivers offered by other manufacturers.
- Speaker only version of the D117
- Provides 30W of power at 4 or 8 ohms in the 450-10K frequency range.